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In this paper we present a layered framework for the animation of high-resolution human geometry captured using active 3D sensing technology. Commercial scanning
systems can now acquire highly accurate surface data
across the whole-body. However, the result is a dense,
irregular, surface mesh without any structure for animation. We introduce a model-based approach to animating a scanned data-set by matching a generic humanoid
control model to the surface data. A set of manually
defined feature points are used to define body and facial pose, and a novel shape constrained matching algorithm is presented to deform the control model to match
the scanned shape. This model-based approach allows
the detailed specification of surface animation to be defined once for the generic model and re-applied to any
captured scan. The detail of the high-resolution geometry is represented as a displacement map on the surface
of the control model, providing smooth reconstruction
of detailed shape on the animated control surface. The
generic model provides animation control over the scan
data-set, and the displacement map provides control of
the high-resolution surface for editing of geometry, or
level of detail in reconstruction or compression.
Key words: Human animation – Deformable model –
Displacement map – Model-based vision

1 Introduction
The goal of physical realism is one of the most demanding tasks in the field of human body modelling and
animation. High quality and photo-realistic computer
graphics models of people can now be obtained from
commercial systems [10], based on dense surface measurement techniques such as laser scanning [3], stereo
photogrammetry [1] and active light projection [4]. While
this is sufficient for static objects, the dense and irregular
surface data contains no structure for animation. In this
paper we propose a framework to provide both control
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over the surface detail in these high-resolution geometric
models and control of the model structure for animation.
A key component to realism in animated models
is to provide natural surface deformations. Currently
the specification and animation of surface models is a
lengthy process requiring frequent intervention for realistic results [33]. Here we introduce a model-based approach to animation of high-detail human surface data,
following the functional model paradigm introduced by
Terzopoulos et. al. [42]. The technique is based on fitting
a low-resolution generic humanoid model to the surface
data to provide a control layer for animation. The philosophy of the approach is that the detailed specification of
the surface animation can be defined once for the generic
control model and then re-applied to animate any human
data-set.
Our model consists of 3 layers as described in [39, 41]:
the control model skeleton providing animation from
key-frame or motion capture data; the control model,
matched to the scan surface; and the high-resolution
scanned data. The high-resolution geometry is represented by a single displacement map from the surface of
the control model, providing an efficient representation
of the surface shape and control over the detail in the
layered model. This layered approach facilitates smooth
animation of surface detail, control for rendering, compression and editing of surface detail.
Figure (1) shows the pipeline for constructing our layered animation model. We use several recent advances in
computer graphics and computer vision. We introduce a
novel shape constrained deformable surface model to automatically match a generic control model to a scanned
data-set. We then apply the normal-volume representation [19] to map the surface data onto the surface of the
control model and obtain a single displacement map [37].
The control model and high-resolution surface detail can
then be efficiently and seamlessly animated through manipulation of the control skeleton. We reconstruct the
high-resolution surface detail on the animated control
surface using either uniform, or non-uniform adaptive
subdivision, inserting the detailed geometry from the displacement map.
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2 Background
2.1 Model Fitting

Fig. 1. Pipeline for generating layered model.

The novel features of our algorithm are:

– Registration of a generic control model with a 3D
data-set to recover pose.
– Automatic fitting of the model to the data-set using
shape constrained matching providing a close fit, interpolation of noisy/missing data, robust matching
and preservation of mesh parameterisation for animation.
– Representation of human surface detail using a displacement map, giving an efficient and accurate representation of surface detail. Intuitive representation
of detail using a single displacement map.

Modelling of the human body has been of extensive interest in computer graphics and computer vision. Our
approach to model fitting is closely related to previous
work on reconstructing geometric models of the human
head [27, 6, 31, 20, 36] and whole body [18, 30, 21], using a series of key features to conform a generic model
to match the shape of an individual. Here we combine
these methods, using a set of feature points to register a
generic control model with a scanned data-set, recovering the pose of the individual for both body and facial
animation.
In order to match the shape of the human body in
the scan, we treat the generic control model as a deformable model. “Deformable-models” were first introduced in computer vision by Terzopoulos et. al. [44], and
have been used widely to reconstruct high quality geometric models from 2D image data and 3D volumetric
data [34]. The technique treats a prior model as a free
form shape that deforms to fit an object. The strength of
the approach lies in the constrained shape deformation,
allowing for the recovery of shape even in the presence
of sparse or noisy data for highly variable and complex
shapes.
Here we introduce a novel formulation for a shape
constrained deformable model. Free-form shape deformation has a high degree of freedom and a model is free
to reach a shape that is unrelated to the prior model.
Techniques have been explored to constrain shape during deformation by parameterising a model with meaningful shape variables [43, 13, 40]. Parameterised shape
models provide a compact representation, however the
variability of the shape that can be described is limited. We therefore use a local shape constraint to allow
for variability between individuals with clothing. We also
formulate the local constraint to preserve the parameterisation of the control mesh under deformation. We are
then able to apply the animation structure of the control model to the deformed shape of the control mesh.
We combine this constrained deformable surface model
with a coarse to fine matching technique to achieve robust matching of the control model to a scan data-set.

2.2 Displacement Mapping
– Framework for representing a static whole-body scanned
Displacement mapping is an efficient way of representing
data-set for efficient animation, rendering, and cona highly detailed surface with a lower resolution mesh.
trol of surface detail.
Instead of storing the detail as a triangulation (vector
points and their connectivity) it is stored as a scalar
The paper is organised as follows, in the next section
image function mapped onto the low resolution polygwe present previous work on human body modelling, and
onal surface (scalar displacements and texture coordithe representation of high-resolution surface geometry.
nates). This representation of surface detail is analogous
to texture mapping. The representation is efficient and
We then layout the process of model registration in section 3, fitting in section 4, and displacement mapping
enables rapid level of detail (LOD) control, compression
in section 5, to construct a layered model of a full-body
and editing of detail via the displacement map image.
human scan. Finally we present results of reconstructed
There have been several other research efforts toanimated scans, mesh editing and Level of Detail control.
wards the reconstruction of displacement maps from cap-
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tured data [26, 39, 28]. Krishnamurthy and Levoy [26] ensured a continuous normal by calculating displacements
from a B-Spline surface. They construct their control
meshes from manually selected surface points. Smith et.
al. [39] introduced displacement maps on a polygonal
mesh using the normal volume representation to achieve
continuity of mapping between different polygons. This
work is discussed further in section 5. Lee et al. [28] base
their approach on subdivision surfaces and take their
normals to be the normals of the limit function of their
surface.
Displacement maps based on an underlying geometric model can only map surfaces that are injective to the
model. A surface with many folds cannot be mapped
uniquely onto an unfolded control model. The resulting
mapping will be non-injective since multiple points on
the detail surface will map to the same point on the control surface. This problem is countered by well chosen
control meshes [28]. In general the closer the fit between
control mesh and detail, the more complete the mapping. In this paper we introduce shape constrained fitting
techniques to achieve a close fit between a control model
and a detailed surface. Displacement mapping onto the
polygonal control is then used to represent surface detail
[39].
3 Control Model Registration
The task of model-based fitting is to deform a control
model to fit the shape of the human scan data, capturing
the pose for animation. The process is divided into the
recovery of body and facial pose, then surface shape. In
this section we describe the generic humanoid control
model we use, and the registration of the model with
the scan data-set.
3.1 Parameterised Generic Humanoid Model
In this work we adopt the Humanoid Animation Working
Group (H-Anim) specification for a humanoid model [5].
The model consists of a single seamless mesh defining
the surface shape of the body, attached to an underlying
skeleton structure for animation as shown in Fig. (2).
The model is animated using a control skeleton with 16
articulated joints, capturing the gross pose of the human
body.
Any appropriate deformation technique can be used
to animate the model surface. Here we adopt a standard vertex weighting scheme widely used in current
commercial software packages. The skeleton structure is
animated as a rigid set of bone segments. Each bone is
associated with a set of mesh vertices with a corresponding set of weights. The deformation of the vertices of the
surface mesh is then given by Eq. (1).
X
xi =
wib Tb x0i
(1)
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Fig. 2. The generic humanoid control model.

transformation matrix from the default to the current
pose for the bth bone, and wib is the corresponding vertex
weight associating vertex x0i with the bth bone. Where
a bone does not influence a vertex, the vertex weight
wib = 0, and for rigid body animation only one bone
affects each vertex with a corresponding weight wib = 1.
The body pose of the generic model is defined by the
joint rotations, limb lengths and translation of the control skeleton. We model the articulation of the control
skeleton with a 3 degree of freedom (DOF) root rotation, 3DOF rotations at the vertebrae, hips and shoulder
joints, 2DOF at the clavicles and wrists, and 1DOF at
the elbows, knees and ankles [16, 17]. The dimensions of
the skeleton are defined by 9DOF for the lengths of the
spine, head, clavicles, upper-arm, forearm, hands, thigh,
shank and foot, with left and right segments constrained
to be symmetric.
The surface deformation scheme can be formulated in
terms of the set of joint angles θ and segment lengths l,
together with the global translation troot , Eq. (2). Here
T0b is the homogeneous rigid body transformation of the
local bone coordinate frame as given in Eq. (3), where
exp(ω i ) is the rotation of the ith joint in the hierarchy in
an axis-angle representation [15], i = 0 being the skeleton
root, n̂0i is the unit offset of the bone joint from the
joint of the parent bone in the default pose and li is
the associated length of the parent bone segment. The
local coordinate frames of the bone segments are defined
to coincide with the orientation of the global coordinate
frame in the default pose, and so the local coordinates of
a vertex are given by the offset from the default location
of the bone joint centre o0b .
xi =

X
b

wib T0b (x0i − o0b )

(2)

b

In Eq. (1), x0i is the global position of the ith vertex
in the default body pose, Tb is the global homogeneous

T0b



exp(w0 ) troot
=
0
1






exp(wn ) n̂0n ln
exp(w1 ) n̂01 l1
(3)
...
0
1
0
1
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3.2 Manual Feature Location
We manually define a set of feature points on the human
data-set to register the parameterised control model and
to define the specific shape of the face. An interactive
tool is used to select points on both the control model
and the scan data-set for manual registration.
Previously [14, 46] the discrete medial axis has been
used to automate the placement of joints in 3D models. However, human skeletal joints such as the shoulder,
do not necessarily lie on the medial axis. In this work we
utilise the discrete medial axis purely as a visual guide to
joint placement. We generate the medial surface by first
converting the model to a volumetric voxel representation using a depth-buffer based voxelisation algorithm
[23]. A topological thinning process is then applied to
generate the set of voxels on the discrete medial surface
[8]. Joint centres are located in the interface by user selection of joint positions on a rendered view of the model.
Points on the image generate a ray in the model space
and the joint positions are located in 3D as the closest
point on each ray to the discrete medial surface. Figure
(3) illustrates the manual placement of joint positions in
a human scan. A 1cm voxel sized is used in generation of
the discrete medial surface. We allow the user to adjust
the joint positions along each ray to refine the estimated
body pose if necessary.

(a) Surface data

(b) Medial surface

(c) Manual placement

Fig. 3. Joint positions located using the volumetric discrete medial
surface.

The correspondence between the face of the control
model and the data-set is defined using a limited number of manually labelled feature points. A sub-set of the
MPEG-4 facial definition points [25] are used to identify
the prominent features of the face. Figure (4) illustrates
the points located on the control model and the manual
identification on a surface data-set.
3.3 Model Registration
We estimate the joint angles, dimensions and location of
the parameterised generic model to match the features
of the model with the joint and facial feature positions
located on the data-set. We minimise the error between
the points with respect to the model parameters in a

(a) Feature points

(b) Manual points

(c) Reshaped model

Fig. 4. Facial feature points located on the scan data-set.

standard least-squares framework. Equation (4) defines
the least-squares problem, where pH
k indicates a feature
point located on the scan data, and pC
k the corresponding
feature point on the parameterised control model.
X
C 2
kpH
(4)
min
k − pk k
k

The problem is non-linear, requiring an iterative numerical solution. A good initialisation is important in optimisation, improving the convergence of the solver and
the quality of the solution [29, 7]. We use an approximate
analytic solution for the joint rotations of the model as
an initialisation. The 6DOF position and orientation of
the model is calculated from the location of the shoulder
and hip joints under the assumption that the trunk is
a single rigid body. For each limb segment we calculate
the 3DOF rotation at the base joint, such as the shoulder, and 1DOF rotation at the intermediate joint, such
as the elbow, from the location of the base, intermediate
and distal joints. The model parameters are then refined
using an iterative solution to the least-squares problem.
We make use of an extensible bound-constrained BFGS
solver [47], that can deal with a larger number of observed features and allows for the inclusion of constraints
such as rotation and limb length limits on the model.
Once the skeleton of the control model is posed to
match the features on the data-set, we update the shape
of the model surface to match the geometry defined by
the features to recover the facial pose. Here we use scattered data interpolation to smoothly interpolate the desired change in shape defined by the vector valued offset
between the posed model features, pC
k , and the manually defined features on the scan data, pH
k [36, 21]. We
fit a vector valued displacement function f (p) to the
known displacements from the model feature positions
using the radial basis function φ for scattered data interpolation, with an affine basis a to model the global
displacement field, Eq. (5). We use the radial basis function φ(p) = kpk3 , minimising the thin-plate energy functional in 3D, a measure of the total bending in the hypersurface, to give a globally smooth interpolation function
[45].
X

C
c k φ pH
f (p) =
(5)
k − pk + [p 1] a
k

The weights ck and the parameters of the affine transformation a are solved by constructing a linear system of
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equations in terms of the known vector displacements,
P
H
C
fP
(pC
k ) = pk − pk and the constraints
k ck = 0,
T C
=
0
that
remove
the
affine
contribution
from
p
c
k k k
the radial basis functions [36]. The linear system is symmetric and is solved by LU decomposition. Finally the
vertices of the posed control model are updated according to the interpolated vector displacement at each vertex, f (xi ). Figure (4c) shows an updated model face,
matching the defined feature points.

4 Matching Control Model to Scan
Once the control model is posed to match the scan dataset, the task is to deform the shape of the generic model
so that it conforms closely to the scan surface without
changing the topology and the parameterisation across
the surface mesh. In this section we introduce a shape
constrained deformable surface model to preserve the
prior shape and parameterisation of the model, and formulate the matching of the model to the scan data-set
to refine the control surface shape.

4.1 Constrained Deformable Surface Model
The “deformable-model” problem is formulated as an
energy minimisation task. We wish to minimise the potential energy of the model derived from the fit of the
control model to the data. This is regularised by the internal energy of the model which penalises the deviation
from the desired model properties. The deformable surface model {x} minimises the energy function E(x) incorporating the potential energy from data fitting P (x),
and the internal energy from the shape of the model
S(x).
E(x) = P (x) + S(x)

(6)

The potential energy is derived by integrating a data
fitting error e(x) across the model surface x(u, v).
Z Z
P (x) =
e(x(u, v))dudv
(7)
Traditionally the model is treated as a thin-plate material under tension, yielding a final model with a local
area minima and local distortion minima that fits the
data. The internal energy is given by the integral of the
membrane and the thin-plate functional across the model
surface where constants µ, ν define the trade-off between
the area and distortion constraints, Eq. (8).

S(x) = µ

Z Z

+ν

Z Z

γ


kxu k2 + kxv k2 dudv

A physics-based approach to energy minimisation is used
whereby the model evolves to a local energy minima under the principles of Lagrangian dynamics. The effect
is that of an elastic like body which dynamically deforms to fit the data. The model is treated as time dependent x(u, v, t), and the Lagrange equations of motion
are solved for the evolution of the surface, Eq. (9).
Rather than treating our prior model as a thin-plate
material under tension, we wish to formulate the local
shape and parameterisation of the surface mesh in order
to preserve these properties under model deformation.
Local shape on a surface is described by 3D position,
normal and curvature, with possible higher order terms
such as change in curvature. We are interested in surface shape up to a rigid transformation, implying the
use of curvature or higher order terms to formulate local
shape. Such measures alone, however, do not describe
the parameterisation of a mesh and would provide no
constraint on the deviation from the generic parameterisation of the model.
Montagnat and Delingette [35] use a description of
surface position in terms of local frames to give a rotation
invariant estimate of local shape and parameterisation.
The technique is based on the specific parameterisation
of 2-simplex surface models, Fig. (5a). 2-Simplex meshes
have 3-connected vertices, a vertex position can therefore
be described by the barycentric coordinates in the plane
of the 3 neighbour vertices and the simplex angle defining the offset from the plane. Montagnat and Delingette
used a spring force between the current vertex positions
during deformation, and the reconstructed default positions based on the neighbourhoods of the vertices, to
constrain both shape and parameterisation of the mesh.
We generalise this approach to the irregular triangular
mesh commonly used for shape representation in computer graphics.
For an irregular mesh a vertex position is not well
defined in relation to the vertex neighbourhood, Fig.
(5b). With an irregular number of vertices in the 1neighbourhood, it is not possible to obtain a consistent
definition of a local frame to describe the position of
the central vertex. We therefore consider a triangle facebased scheme as used by Kobbelt et. al. [24]. The vertex
positions of a triangle face can be defined by the barycentric coordinates and height offset in the local frame of the
vertices on the faces edge-connected to the central face,
the vertices surrounding the central triangle as shown in
Fig. (5c). The position of a mesh vertex is therefore constrained by the local position in the triangle face frames
in the 1-neighbourhood of the vertex, leading to a 2neighbourhood support structure for a vertex position.

(8)


kxuu k2 + 2kxuv k2 + kxvv k2 dudv

dx
dE
d2 x
+λ
=−
dt2
dt
dx

(a) 2-Simplex mesh

(9)

(b) Triangular mesh

Fig. 5. Vertex locations in a triangle frame.

(c) Triangle frame
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We define the internal energy of a shape constrained
model as the integral across the surface of the deviation
in the local shape from the generic shape defined in each
face based frame. This is given by the summation of the
error at the mesh vertices, xi , preserving the local parameterisation and shape in the vertex positions. Equa0
tion (10) defines the internal energy where (α0if , βif
, h0if )
are the default barycentric coordinates (α, β) and height
offset h in the f th face based frame for the ith vertex
with valence Ni .
S(x) =

0
X X kxi − x(α0if , βif
, h0if )k2
i

Ni

f

(10)

We define the potential energy of the shape constrained model as the summation of the error e(xi ) in
data fitting at the mesh vertices. The constrained energy formulation is then given by Eq. (11). We solve the
energy minimisation problem by steepest descent, equivalent to a zero mass dynamic system. Equation (12) gives
the update equation for the vertices of the shape constrained model.
E(x) =

X

e(xi ) +

i

dxi
= −∇e(xi ) −
dt

0
X X kxi − x(α0if , βif
, h0if )k2
i

Ni

f



0
, h0if )
X xi − x(α0if , βif
f

Ni

(11)

Fig. 6. Recovery of shape on an irregular triangular mesh (a)
Original model (b) Model with noise (c),(d),(e) Convergence to
original shape.

(12)

The model evolves to minimise the error in fitting to
the data, also minimising the deviation in the local shape
and parameterisation of the model. Figure (6) illustrates
the evolution of the shape constrained deformable model
with no data fitting term e(xi ), in recovering the shape
of an irregular triangular mesh with added noise. This
demonstrates that the shape constrained model converges to the original shape even after severe distortion.
4.2 Model to Surface Matching
The shape constrained deformable model is matched to
the body data in order to deform the model to fit the
shape of the body. Matching is a fundamental and well
studied problem in computer vision in both 2D and 3D.
A standard approach is to use a nearest neighbour assignment such as iterative closest point (ICP) [9]. However, this will lead to distortion in the matching according to the initial alignment of the model with the data.
The approach has been extended by considering an allneighbours assignment [22]. Matching then becomes inexact, where the weighting of the assignment to each
neighbour defines the degree of certainty in the assignment. Here we use the robust point matching technique
introduced by Rangarajan [38] where an all-neighbours
assignment is combined with a coarse to fine refinement of the assignment through a deterministic annealing framework. We combine the framework with the deformation of the shape constrained model to obtain a
coarse to fine match of the model to the data.

We define the error metric in fitting the data as the
least-squared error between the model and the data set.
The potential energy function is given by Eq. (13) where
xi spans the set of model vertices and y j spans the set
of scan data points.
P (x) =

i=I j=J
X
X
i=1 j=1

mij kyj − xi k2

(13)

The all-neighbour assignment is defined by a matrix M of continuous match variables mij subject to the
following constraints: a data point y j can match one
model vertex mij = 1, partially match several vertices
P
i mij ≤ 1 or may not match any vertices mij = 0 for all
i, and a model vertex xi must be assigned to the data set
P
j mij = 1. The inequality constraint is transformed to
an equality constraint by augmenting the match matrix
with a set of slack variables, Eq. (14).
Pi=I+1
Pj=J
(14)
0 ≤ mij ≤ 1
mij = 1
i=1
j=1 mij = 1

A deterministic annealing framework is used for the
assignment by adding an entropy term to the energy
function [38]. The temperature T of the entropy term
defines the degree of fuzziness in the assignment, Eq.
(15).
XX
XX
P (x) =
mij kyj −xi k2 +T
mij (log(mij ) − 1)(15)
i

j

i

j

The final energy equation for the shape constrained
deformable model is given by Eq. (16), consisting of the
shape constraint, the data fit and the entropy term.
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E(x) =

0
X X kxi − x(α0if , βif
, h0if )k2
i

+

7

Ni

f

XX
i

+T

j

mij kyj − xi k2

XX
i

(16)

j

mij (lg(mij ) − 1)

For a fixed temperature T and fixed model configuration xi the match parameters mij can be derived by
differentiating the energy function with respect to mij ,
Eq. (17).
dE
= kyj − xi k2 + T lg(mij ) = 0
dmij


kyj − xi k2
mij = exp −
T

(17)

The Sinkhorn balancing technique of alternating row
and column normalisation of the match matrix M [11]
can then be performed to satisfy the match constraints in
Eq. (14). Equation (17) shows that a vertex assignment is
weighted according to the relative distance to a surface
point kyj − xi k with the temperature T defining the
effective region of matching in space. As the temperature
tends to zero this method approaches the ICP algorithm.
For a fixed assignment we can derive the gradient of
the energy function with respect to the mesh vertices
xi , Eq. (18), giving a gradient descent solution for the
evolution of the mesh.


0
0
0
x
−
x(α
,
β
,
h
)
X
X
i
if
if
if
dxi
=
mij (yj − xi )−
(18)
dt
Ni
j

the corresponding data point exceeds the matching temperature and the match parameter is effectively zero. We
therefore restrict the match for each vertex to a closest
subset of points, reducing the number of match parameters to be updated and stored. An octree representation
of the data set is constructed for efficient retrieval of closest points. In matching we also only retrieve points whose
surface normal lies in the same half-plane as the vertex
normal in order to avoid incorrect surface matches.
The initial temperature Tinit is automatically defined
as the the maximum squared error for the nearest neighbour of the initial model vertices, giving a region of
matching equivalent to the worst-case nearest neighbour
assignment. The final temperature Tf inal is set as the
maximum desired error tolerance in the final model. We
set Tf inal = 0.0012 corresponding to a tolerance of 1mm.
Figure (7) illustrates the performance of the proposed
technique in comparison to standard ICP matching for
the problem of mapping a regularly parameterised sphere
to a human head data-set. Figure (7a) shows the match
for ICP, (7b) shows ICP combined with the proposed local shape constraint and Fig. (7c) the constrained multipoint matching technique introduced in this paper. This
demonstrates that the use of a coarse to fine, multi-point
match, combined with the shape constraint improves the
surface match over standard ICP.

f

We fit the deformable model to the data-set by alternately updating the assignment to the 3D points mij
using Eq. (17) and satisfying the constraints in Eq. (14),
then updating the vertex positions of the model xi using Eq. (18). The temperature is reduced as the model
is updated to refine the assignment, giving a coarse to
fine approach to matching. We start at an initial temperature Tinit . The match parameters are initialised according to Eq. (17), with the slack matches set to the
minimum match mij for each data point j. The parameters are then balanced to satisfy the constraints. The
model is updated using explicit Euler integration steps
until convergence. The convergence criteria is set as the
maximum component of the gradient falling
√ within the
dE
k
}
≤
current region of matching, { k dx
T . We then
i
alternately reduce the temperature, redefine the match
parameters, and then update the model until a final temperature Tf inal is reached.
In practice the data set in a human scan can be large.
A processed scan can consist of around 105 data points,
with around 103 vertices in the control model there are in
the order of 108 match parameters. Many of the parameters are redundant for each vertex, where the distance to

(a) ICP match

(b) Constrained ICP

(c) Constrained multi-point

Fig. 7. Fitting of uniformly triangulated sphere to a head surface.
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5 Representation of Surface Detail

v+
s

nr

The model registration and shape fitting described deforms the control model to produce a close approximation to the shape of the scan data-set. The control model
can be animated using the predefined animation structure of the generic model. We then accurately and efficiently represent the surface detail by constructing a
displacement map. The displacement map represents the
offset between the control model and the scan data across
the surface of the control model. In previous work [19]
the normal-volume was introduced to derive a continuous mapping between 3-space and a polygonal mesh.
Here we briefly describe the details of the normal-volume
mapping, displacement map generation and detail reconstruction on the control model.
We wish to describe surface points pH on the highresolution scan surface in terms of an indexed triangle
on the control model and barycentric coordinates (α, β)
which give a point pC (α, β) and a displacement d along
the interpolated normal nC (α, β), as in Eq. (19).
pH = pC (α, β) + dnC (α, β).

(19)

To do this we define the normal volume of a control
triangle which is given by offsetting each control triangle
vertex (vr , vs , vt ) along its normal (nr , ns , nt ) by distances ±d, Fig. (8a). The resulting union of all normal
volumes gives a continuous volumetric envelope which
encloses the high-resolution scanned data. This ensures
that any detailed point within this normal-volume can
be mapped to the control mesh.
We can write the control point pC and its normal nC
by a bi-linear interpolation of the control mesh vertices
as given in Eq. (20). This interpolation ensures a continuous normal across the whole of the control surface. This
both allows each point to be uniquely mapped, Fig. (8b),
and also (as we shall see in section (6)) ensures that, once
the surface is animated, the detailed reconstruction will
deform smoothly.
pC (α, β) = αv r + βvs + (1 − α − β)vt

r

p1

ns

vt +

v+

nt
vt



v+
s

nr

x

ns

dnr
v

vr



r

dns
vs

dnj

dnt
v

t

pj
p

2

vs
v t-

v r-

 npt 3

vt -

vr

v s-

(a)The normal volume

vs-

(b) Point mapping

Fig. 8. Normal volume mapping.

(a) Detail and control

(b) Texture space

(c) Sampling

Fig. 9. Displacement map generation.

Figure (9) shows how we sample the texture image at
regular intervals and record displacements by first mapping to barycentric coordinates given by Eq. (21) and
then interpolating the solutions to Eq. (19) for each detailed triangle vertex.
Figure (10) shows the mapping stored as an image.
Here we use the model pelting technique introduced by
Piponi and Borshukov [37] for texture map generation
to produce a single displacement map for our generic
control model. This provides an intuitive representation
of detail for mesh editing.

(20)

C

n (α, β) = αnr + βns + (1 − α − β)nt .

The detailed mesh is parameterised with respect to
the control mesh by solving Eq. (19) so that for each
scan data point pH
i we obtain a displacement d, its corresponding control triangle and barycentric coordinates
(α, β). The equation is first solved for d by obtaining the
plane with normal (v t −vs )×(vs −vr ) in the normal volume which passes through pH
i as well as a displaced control vertex. Once d is known the barycentrics are given
by Eq. (19).
We compute a displacement image by defining texture coordinates u which uniquely map each control triangle to a texture plane. If a control triangle has texture
coordinates (ur , us , ut ) then this mapping is defined by
u = αur + βus + (1 − α − β)ut

(21)

Fig. 10. A displacement map generated for a cyberware human
scan, white indicates max +ve displacement, black max -ve displacement.

The detailed mesh can be reconstructed by subdividing the control mesh and displacing the new vertices.
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Subdivision is performed using edge split operations in
which each triangle has 3 new vertices inserted at the
centre of each edge to produce four new triangles. The
new vertices are displaced along the continuous normal
by calculating the texture coordinates and sampling the
displacement image at this point.
6 Results
The presented framework for the recovery of layered animation models has been tested on full body data-sets
captured using the Cyberware laser scanning system [3].
We would like to thank Cyberware for the provision of
4 human data-sets and the Stanford Computer Graphics
Laboratory for provision of Michelangelo’s David from
the Digital Michelangelo Project [32]. The David dataset has been edited here to remove the plinth and the
connection between the hands and the body.
6.1 Reconstruction
The high-resolution surface scans are efficiently represented by a displacement map on the control model. We
assess the representation by assessing the error in reconstructing the original surface data-sets for each model,
using the recovered model pose for each data-set. We
measure the mean and the root mean square (RMS) error from the reconstructed model surface S1 to the original surface S2 . If d(x, S1 ) is defined as the minimum
distance from a point x on the surface S1 to the surface
S2 then the mean distance from S1 to S2 is given by Eq.
(22), and RMS distance is given by Eq. (23). For triangulated meshes this distance can be calculated using the
Metro tool [12].
Z
1
d(x, S2 )dx
(22)
d(S1 , S2 )mean =
area(S1 )
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Z
1
2
d(S1 , S2 )RM S =
d(x, S2 ) dx
(23)
area(S1 )
Table (1) gives the RMS error and Table (2) the mean
error in reconstructing the original data-sets. Michelangelo’s David has been scaled here to a height of 2m for
comparison with the Cyberware models. Mean error converges to the quantisation level in the displacement map.
RMS error however is affected by outliers in the reconstruction and does not converge to the quantisation level.
Outliers are caused by noninjectivity in the displacement map as described in section 2.2. Although the
control mesh accurately fits the majority of the highresolution surface, there are outliers where the fitting
fails and the detail mesh is folded with respect to an
unfolded control mesh. Where the surface is folded detail cannot be represented by a scalar displacement map.
Figure 11 shows that errors occur at complex features of
the scanned mesh (hands) or at folded areas (armpits).
The problem may be countered by using a higher resolution control model and registering the control model
with additional feature points on the complex areas of
the body.
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L0
L1
L2
L3
L4
e

#Vertices
1056
4216
16840
67344
269336

Model1
3.67
2.27
1.93
1.90
1.90
0.48

Model2
3.82
2.27
1.97
1.93
1.93
0.47

Model3
5.02
4.06
3.89
3.91
3.91
0.40

Model4
4.50
3.54
3.43
3.42
3.43
0.38

David
5.97
4.73
4.47
4.52
4.55
1.46

Table 1. Root mean square error (/mm) to the original surface
data for the reconstructed models at 0,1,2,3,4 uniform levels of
subdivision (L), compared to the quantisation error in the displacement map (e).

L0
L1
L2
L3
L4
e

#Vertices
1056
4216
16840
67344
269336

Model1
2.16
0.98
0.62
0.53
0.52
0.48

Model2
2.25
1.01
0.63
0.54
0.52
0.47

Model3
2.57
1.27
0.87
0.78
0.76
0.40

Model4
2.46
1.19
0.81
0.72
0.71
0.38

David
3.51
2.14
1.67
1.56
1.54
1.46

Table 2. Mean error (/mm) to the original surface data for the
reconstructed models at 0,1,2,3,4 uniform levels of subdivision (L),
compared to the quantisation error in the displacement map (e)

Fig. 11. Error distribution (/m) on reconstructed Cyberware
model at 0,1,2, and 3 levels of uniform subdivision. Error figures
generated using Metro.
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6.2 Animation
Animation using the layered model structure is demonstrated in Fig. (12) for a Cyberware human scan. The
control skeleton is driven from motion capture data and
the control surface is smoothly animated. The continuous normal defined on the control model ensures that as
the control mesh deforms, the reconstructed detail deforms smoothly. Animation from the complete motion
capture sequence can be viewed at [2].

(a) Reconstructed model

(b) Reconstructed animated model

Fig. 13. Animation of Michelangelo’s David, original model courtesy of Stanford Computer Graphics Laboratory.

Fig. 12. Frames from an animation, original model courtesy of Cyberware. Animation can be viewed at http://www.ee.surrey.ac.uk/
Research/VSSP/3DVision/Animatedstatues/

(15) gives a demonstration of static level of detail. The
models which are further away require less levels of subdivision to give the impression of the same amount of
detail. Adaptive level of detail is also possible and Fig.
(16) shows the result of a nonuniform subdivision algorithm which subdivides at areas of greater displacement.

We also demonstrate the animation of Michelangelo’s
David, Fig. (13). The complex pose and detail in this
data-set represent a demanding task in generating the
layered model for animation. At the feet and hands the
scan surface is folded with respect to the control model
and the reconsruction cannot match the detail of the
original scan. The reconstructed model in the original
pose is shown in Fig. (13a). At the left elbow, the body
pose produces a complex surface deformation that cannot be matched by the vertex-weighting scheme adopted
in this work. We find that at the left elbow the control
model becomes folded with respect to the scan surface.
We therefore cannot animate the left elbow without distortion from incorrect surface mapping in the displacement map generated. Animation of the rest of the body
is shown in Fig. (13b).
6.3 Level-of-Detail Control
The displacement map representation provides several
desirable features for control of surface detail. Figure
(14) shows the result of a simple edit of the displacement image with a standard image editing tool. Figure

Fig. 14. Editing the displacement map, original model courtesy
of Cyberware.

Animated Statues

Fig. 15. Reconstructed model at different levels of detail
(L3,L2,L1,L0), original model courtesy of Cyberware.
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ally defined feature points and joint locations to recover
the pose of the model. The model is then automatically
matched to the data as a shape constrained deformable
surface, preserving the original shape and parameterisation of the generic model. The shape constrained matching ensures robust matching in the presence of noise and
missing data. Preservation of the mesh parameterisation
ensures that the deformed control model can be animated using the predefined animation structure of the
generic model.
The technique is based on a generic humanoid control model that can be optimised for model animation.
Surface detail is represented as a displacement map from
the low-resolution surface of the control model, providing an efficient representation of the detailed geometry of
the model and allowing control over surface detail. Here
we use a single displacement map generated as a human
pelt [37] giving an intuitive representation of the surface
detail for editing. This approach provides a robust mechanism for animating whole-body scan data with minimal
manual intervention. Work remains to provide our control model with a detailed surface deformation scheme to
simulate surface dynamics and to address non-injective
mapping of the high-resolution surface.
10

Fig. 16. Non-uniform subdivision, original model courtesy of Cyberware.

7 Conclusions
We have presented a framework for animating highresolution human surface data captured from commercially available 3D active sensing technology. We use
a model-based approach, matching a generic humanoid
control model to the dense surface data to provide a control model for animation of the surface. We register the
generic model with the data-set using a set of manu-
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